
WAIVER TO HOLD ANIMAL INN TRAINING HARMLESS:

I understand that my attendance at Animal lnn Training School is not without risk to myself, my dog, any attending guests,
family members and my personal property, because some of the dogs to which I witl be exposed, is well as my own dog,
may be difficult to control and may be the cause of injury or damage even when handled with the greatest amount of caie.

I hereby waive and release Midwest Pug Rescue - MN Division, ANIMAL INN TRAINING SCHOOL AND STAFF,
PROPERry OWNERS and EVENT PRESENIERS, from any and all liability of any nature, for injury or damage which I or
my dog may suffer, including specifically, but without limitation, any injury or damage resulting from the action of any dog,
and I expressly assume the risk of such damage or injury while attending any training seminar, or any other function of
ANIMAL INN TRAINING SCHOOL, orwhile on the training grounds orthe surrounding area thereto.

I also agree to defend, indemnify and to hold harmless Midwest Pug Rescue - MN Division, ANIMAL INN TRAINING
SCHOOL, PROPERry OWNERS, and SEMINAR PRESENTERS, from any and allclaims, or claims by any member of
my family or any other person accompanying me to any training session or function of ANIMAL INN TRAINING SCHOOL,
or while on the grounds or the surrounding area thereto as a result of any action by any dog, including my own.

I shall personally assume all responsibilities and liabllities for any loss or injury which may be alleged to have been
caused directly or indirectly to any person or thing by the act of my dog participating in an ANIMAI- INN TRAINING
SCHOOL seminar or while on the training grounds or the surrounding area thereto.
"My dog" in the above statements refers to any dog in my custody upon approaching the training grounds or adjacent
areas.

Please indicate your acceptance of the terms and conditions by completing the name and date below:
Name Printed

Name Signed

Date:


